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Let Me be Your Ex Chapter 91- 100

Chapter 91

On the contrary, he owed her a lot. Without these two children, she might have
entered a new life, and she wouldn’t have to be so tired and so hard.

Is it better for children?

Miriam’s heart became cold a little bit, her fingers in the quilt tightly gripped
the sheet, and she stared at him for a few seconds, tilted her head and looked
out the window, and hummed coldly, “Of course I don’t owe you. Not to avoid
you, but you are indeed like a snake and scorpion, entangled and refused to
let go. I think you really should ask your mother to find you a woman to give
birth to a child, otherwise you will never get out of this circle, you will only spin
around in place .”

Bryan’s handsome face slowly tightened, and a slender chill flashed in his
eyes, “You don’t have to worry about whether you want to have a baby with
another woman, but I will always be in this circle until these two are born in
your stomach. Turn around, no matter how annoying you are, you must
endure it.”

“You!” Miriam was choked to death.

Knowing that she was not feeling well, the man did not quarrel with her. He
tucked the quilt with a cold expression, squeezed her cheek with his fingertips,
and said warmly: “Let’s rest. I’ll talk to the doctor.”

“…”
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After the man left, Miriam stared at the ceiling with open eyes for a long time,
and then fell asleep again.

…

In the afternoon, Mu Ming and Xiao Zhang came to the hospital together. At
this time, Miriam was in a stalemate with Bryan because of leaving the
hospital.

She felt that after a day’s rest, there was nothing serious about it. Except that
she was a little weak, she had no problem with walking. She was not seriously
ill, and pregnant women could not take medicine. She stayed lying down, so
it’s better to go back. Lie down at home and make room for the hospital.

Besides, she is still on a business trip. She originally planned to return to City
Two tomorrow morning on the flight ticket. Even if she asks for leave, she will
have to rest at home, and if she has a fever, she will be hospitalized. How can
she explain to her boss?

But the man didn’t listen to her at all, and after a few cold words, he went out
alone.

“Sister Miriam, if you want to stay one more day, I and Mu Ming will go back
first?” Xiao Zhang looked at her with a bad expression and suggested.

Mu Ming sat on the chair next to the bed, nodded, and then smiled
ambiguously, “I think Mr. Shao is there, and there is nothing wrong with the
two of us.”

Miriam immediately killed him with a cold eye, “You treat everyone as free as
you? I don’t have a broken leg, so why can’t I take a plane back? Besides, the
consumption here is almost twice that of City Two, so you can reimburse me?
“
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“…”

Mu Ming was blocked and speechless, and because of Xiao Zhang’s
presence, he couldn’t mention her pregnancy.

At this moment, Bryan opened the door from the outside and threw the phone
in her arms expressionlessly, “Your Henry’s call.”

Miriam, “…”

The woman no longer knew what expression to use to him, and there were
two pairs of eyes staring beside her.

Clenching her teeth secretly, she squeezed out a smirk, picked up the phone
and put it to her ear, “Henry Zong.”

“Hey, Xiao Lu, I heard Mr. Shao say that you are sick over there, are you
better now?”

Miriam said as calmly as possible, “It’s all right, and I can return to the
company tomorrow.”

“Uh, no hurry…you stay two more days. Mr. Shao told me that his company
has some problems and he wants you to help. This is a good opportunity. On
behalf of Yingxin, go and study and come back to report. Right?”

“…”

Miriam listened to him talking over there babbledly, even though she endured,
her face was getting worse and worse, “Mr Henry…”
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Before saying anything, Mr. Henry quickly interrupted her, “Oh yes, let Mu
Ming and Xiao Zhang come back first. Just like that, I’m having a meeting
here… Hang up first, bye.”

“season……”

All the words suddenly got stuck in her throat, Miriam squeezed the phone,
and then took a deep breath, her eyes turned black with anger.

Mr. Henry’s performance was obviously because he saw something tricky, for
fear that she would ask and hung up the phone in a hurry.

“Sister Miriam, what did President Henry say?” Xiao Zhang didn’t see anything
yet, but asked curiously.

Mu Ming smiled, “It is estimated that some new task has been assigned to let
Sister Miriam go back here later. Let’s go first.”

Chapter 92

The blue veins on Miriam’s forehead felt like breaking.

He took a look at Mu Ming and told him to shut up, and then tried his best to
pretend to be calm and confess to Xiao Zhang, “Henry always has something
to deal with in Jincheng. You should go back with Mu Ming tomorrow morning.
You are on business these days. The materials and work arrangements for the
next few days. I will sort them out and send them to you at night. You can
watch the department’s affairs and call me if you have any questions.”

Xiao Zhang looked straight and nodded immediately, “No problem, Sister
Miriam, don’t worry, I will arrange it.”

Miriam nodded with a slight smile.
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She still recognizes Xiao Zhang’s ability. Although she is not as flexible and
smart as Mu Ming, she is honest and responsible. Unless he can’t solve the
things she asks for, there will be no other problems.

Mu Ming leaned forward and grinned at her, “Sister Miriam, how should I
arrange?”

“You?” Miriam raised her eyebrows, pretending to ponder for a while, then
blinked her eyes and gave him a very kind smile, “I’m not here, the
department will definitely be busy. I know you are so smart. Others are highly
efficient, so take out the trash, mop the floor, and order coffee and snacks for
colleagues…I will leave it to you. The task is heavy, and you must do well.”

The smile on Mu Mingjun’s face suddenly crossed, watching her with a bitter
look, she couldn’t cry without tears, “…Yes, Sister Miriam, I must do it well, but
you don’t want to live here until next year, my The year-end assessment is still
waiting for you to score.”

The corner of Miriam’s mouth twitched, “…”

“Don’t worry, it won’t be next year.” I never forget to tease her, this child is
getting less and less cute.

Bryan watched the three of them talk, but did not interrupt, standing quietly
with his hands in his pants pockets, a little more calm and casual.

Mu Ming suddenly looked at him, raised his eyebrows and curled his lips and
said, “Mr. Shao, our manager Lu is here alone. You have to take care of her.”

Immediately afterwards, a slap fell heavily on his shoulder, Miriam looked at
him with a smile, “Sister, I am very well, and I don’t need someone to take
care of it.”
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Bryan glanced at Miriam’s excessively white face, pursed his lips and
responded to Mu Ming, “With your instructions, I will not neglect Manager Lu. I
think she needs a rest, let’s go out and talk.”

Miriam, “…”

…

With Bryan present, Mu Ming and Xiao Zhang did not stay long before packing
up their things and leaving.

The anger that Miriam had endured for a long time was finally able to vent. He
threw off the quilt and got out of the bed and walked to the man in front of the
man. Without waiting for him to explain, he grabbed his clothes and pulled
down, and asked with a cold face, “Who asked you to give President Henry?
Calling? Why do you decide for me, do you know how much trouble you
caused me?”

Bastard!

The neckline of the white shirt of the man’s shirt was torn open, and the first
button broke apart. It can be imagined how hard the woman used, but it also
shows that her anger at this time has soared to the extreme.

How could Miriam not be angry? President Henry’s incident really touched her
bottom line. Yingxin won Long Teng for so long before winning it. President
Henry also lost face for this incident many times, every time in Long Teng. The
representative also bowed down in front of him, and also took her to meet the
man in person. Every time she pretended not to know her, and now she was
like this. If he was asked to guess something, how much suspicion would she
have in the future, she could still be in the company Stay? .
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Moreover, even if Henry always thought about the old feelings and wouldn’t
say anything, then what happened to the relationship with Long Teng after
that, the first time she looked for her.

Bryan lowered his eyes and glanced at his clothes, and then fell on the
woman’s angry face. There was nothing in her deep eyes. She didn’t seem to
be surprised by her reaction. He slowly explained, “I just told him that I was
drinking I met someone from your company on the table and said that you are
ill and I will send you to the hospital… As for my company’s asking you for
help, I didn’t lie, there is indeed a problem.”

Miriam was startled and looked at him suspiciously for a few seconds, still
angrily, “You only said this? No other shit?”

The man frowned slightly, “What do you think I would say?”

Miriam tightened her lips and her breathing was a little disordered.

But suddenly she used her hand again, and sneered coldly, “Who let you
decide to stay in Jincheng for me? Do you think that if you keep me here, I will
stay in the hospital obediently, unless you look at me all the time.”

Bryan lowered his head and glanced at his neckline that was about to be torn
apart completely, his eyes deepened, and he said calmly: “Your health is not
completely well, you need to rest for a long time, but this is not the main
reason. You are now returning to City Two. It’s not just a fever that is waiting
for you.”

“…”

Miriam’s expression changed, the strength in her hand suddenly loosened,
and she narrowed her eyes, “What do you mean?”

“My mother went to your company to find you, do you know?”
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Miriam’s eyes flashed and did not deny, she said coldly: “Then I can hide
here? I won’t return to City Two for the rest of my life? You are not afraid that
your mother will become angry and poke me into the company for pregnancy.”

Now she wants to go back even more.

Bryan said helplessly: “Just your body, how can you toss with her when you
go back? You are here slowly, and I will go back with you two days later to
deal with it. My mother doesn’t need you to come forward.”

Miriam looked at him and calmed down slowly. Only then did he notice the
clothes on his body that had been pulled and deformed by him. With a
trembling of his fingers, she unconsciously let go, her eyes flashed awkwardly,
and she coughed away, coughing: ” What do you want to do? Your mother
knew that I was pregnant, so she wanted to find out whether the child was
yours or someone else’s. If she admits that the child is born, the first thing she
does is to fight for custody with me. It’s not yours, she just scolded you, and
then kept you away from a dirty woman like me.”

After a pause, she tilted her head and looked at him seriously, with a cold
smile, “I will never agree to the former, then you should choose the latter. It’s a
big deal to scold you, such an adult, she doesn’t Will hit you.”

Bryan frowned, dissatisfied with her lightly mocking tone, “You don’t believe
me?”

Miriam sniffed and pursed her lips and smiled, “Isn’t you not believing you, but
are there other better options besides these? Or…you believe your mother will
not fight with me for children.”

She knows the temper of Mother Shao very well.

Chapter 93
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Bryan looked at her and did not answer. Suddenly, Yun Danfeng smiled lightly,
bowed his head to organize his clothes, “You have said, I am such a big
person, if you can’t handle this matter well, how can you give your daughter
and Son be father?”

“…”

Miriam suddenly felt that he had been playing the piano for a long time. The
man didn’t even listen, and obviously he didn’t intend to tell her what he was
going to do.

She really didn’t want to experience this kind of sudden occurrence without
mental preparation.

“What are you…”

“Miriam.” The man suddenly raised his head lowered, his face darkened a lot,
his eyes were a bit serious, “Do you know if I follow your choice, what will
happen?”

Miriam’s eyes flashed, and she was silent for two seconds, and said coldly, “I
only want children.”

What are the consequences? Isn’t it just that she has to bear the name of
marital infidelity if she has no job, she cares about these things, but compared
with two children, it is nothing at all.

Bryan’s pupils shrank violently for a moment, and the whole person’s breath
suddenly became cold. There was a thick emotion in the bottom of his eyes.
Looking at her, the apple jelly knots rolled, and there was still nothing to say.

…
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As long as it was a conversation about a child, it was always unpleasant in the
end, and this time it was the same. After the conversation, the man turned
around and went out, but he never came back.

Miriam could probably guess what he was angry about, but she didn’t feel that
what she said was wrong. She has no one to rely on now, and naturally she
can only rely on herself for everything.

They are already divorced, and the first person she doesn’t want to rely on is
him.

After staying in the ward at night, I didn’t see Bryan come back. Miriam was
certain that he had left the hospital, thinking about whether to leave the
hospital to go back to the hotel while he was away, but in the end, she still
didn’t leave. She was very upset, so she simply turned out her notebook. start
working.

In fact, Bryan did not go far, but he was too irritable and ran out to smoke a
cigarette. He had barely touched such things before, but recently he seems to
be addicted to cigarettes. When he is upset, he will get used to touching two
cigarettes.

After staying for a while, I planned to return to the ward waiting for the smell of
smoke to dissipate, but Miller’s phone call happened by accident. Hearing
this, he first laughed mercilessly, and then again. Biandian drove over and
drove over to the nearest small bar.

“Next time you take me, can’t you go to other places besides the bar?”
Listening to the noise in his ear, Bryan’s mood became even more irritable,
and his face was also very bad.

Miller drank a sip of wine, and said with a smirk: “This kind of place is full of
idiots and complaints. It’s the best place to use alcohol to dissipate your
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sorrows. Of course, it also contrasts with your depraved appearance at this
time.”

Bryan glanced at him, got up and walked outside without saying anything. He
didn’t forget what happened last time.

“Hey, hey…”

Miller was stunned for a moment, put down his cup, chased him out of the bar,
and shouted, “Or I will take you to another place.”

“roll!”

Bryan threw out a word, and walked in the night without turning his head. His
slender figure made a fractal feeling of loneliness. As he walked, he took out
his phone and looked at it again.

After being out for so long, she didn’t even make a phone call.

Still angry?

Miller caught up with him, glanced at his expression, and sneered suddenly,
“It’s so promising. If she doesn’t fight, you just fight.”

Bryan didn’t bother to pay attention to him, received his phone, looked at the
bustling night market ahead, suddenly remembered something, and said, “You
know Shang Rui?”

“Shang Rui?”

Miller was startled, squinted for a moment, and said, “Somewhat familiar.”

“President of Fengrui Group.”
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Miller’s eyes flashed slightly, “It’s him, I remember. I followed my father and
met him at a reception once, but he was not very impressed by him when I
visited the beautiful women.”

“…”

Bryan glanced at him contemptuously, and said quietly: “He has recently set
his sights on City Two and made a lot of noise. I don’t know what he is
planning.”

Chapter 94
“As long as it doesn’t hinder you, what do you care about him?” Miller
frowned.

Bryan walked ahead, his eyes were cold, and his tone didn’t have any ups
and downs.”He suddenly expanded his territory to City Two. Among so many
companies, Yingxin was the first one to find, which makes people have to
doubt.”

Of course, the most important thing is that Shang Rui pays too much attention
to Miriam, and even makes him suspect that Shang Rui found Yingxin
because of Miriam.

Miller smacked his lips.”Didn’t he start with the Internet? Although your wife’s
company is not very strong, it should be considered a leader among the
companies engaged in the Internet in City Two. If his vision is much worse
than that of yours, he should sit there. Not where it is today.”

After a tone of voice, he suddenly laughed and looked at him playfully, “You
don’t think… he went to City Two to find Yingxin because of you? Even if he
fell in love with you, he must be a woman. guy?”
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Bryan glanced at him coldly, squinted his eyes and said solemnly: “I opened a
branch over there with my front foot, and his back foot followed up. The
movement is so fast, do you think it was planned in a day?”

Miller sneered, “You opened a branch to chase women. What did he do in the
past? Even if it’s because of Longteng, this kind of business competition is not
the first time I have seen you. Why are you so suspicious.”

“…”

Bryan stopped talking, pressed the lighter and lit a cigarette and slowly
smoked it. The dark and unpredictable expression on his face was covered by
the blue and white smoke.

Shang Rui stared at Miriam, is he suspicious too?

…

In the hospital, after Miriam arranged all the work, she closed her laptop,
turned on her phone and looked at the time, her lips gradually pursed.

Did he really leave her here?

Did he think she was angry when he was angry?

Forget it, it’s better to go, she will be discharged from the hospital tomorrow
morning.

Biting her lower lip, she threw the phone aside, pulled on the quilt and lay
down.
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It was quiet at night, and even worse in the hospital. Although the lights were
bright, the white decoration underlined it was more deserted and cool, and
could not feel any warmth at all.

I don’t know how long it took, Miriam, who was asleep with her head covered,
heard the sound of the door lock clicking in a daze. She felt completely awake
as if she was suddenly stimulated, but she did not move.

The hand in the quilt was clenched tightly, listening to the movement outside
with his breath.

The footsteps gradually approached, but they seemed to be deliberately
softened, and she felt it clearly when she walked to the bed.

Is he back?

Out of anger?

Just as she was speculating in her heart, her eyes suddenly lit up.

The man lowered the quilt on her head, revealing only a small face. His
movements were gentle, his fingers accidentally rubbed her face, and the
warm touch made Miriam feel depressed all night inexplicably relieved.

However, she frowned suddenly, pretending to be waking up, slowly opened
her eyes, looked at the handsome face above, and muttered in surprise, “Did
you smoke?”

Although the taste is very shallow, as a former smoker, she can still smell it
with a touch of tobacco.

She was surprised that he had never touched something like this before.
Where did he go?
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Bryan didn’t expect that she would wake up suddenly. The hand that wanted
to touch that little face froze in the air for a second and then took it back
quietly, and said warmly, “Sorry, I will wash it later.”

Miriam frowned, “When did you start smoking?”

The man was taken aback and smiled casually, “I am a man and not a child. It
is not normal to smoke.”

“Is it normal? Then why do I have to control me when I smoked you?”

“I won’t get myself to the hospital because of smoking or drinking like you.”

“…” Miriam choked.

Fearing that she would get angry again, Bryan rubbed the hair on her
forehead with a gentle voice, “Go to sleep, I won’t bother you.”

Miriam stared at him for a long while, but still asked the doubts that lay in her
heart, “Why are you back again?”

With doctors and nurses there, she wouldn’t have anything to do. Why did he
come back after running out for so long?

The man tilted his head and chuckled, “Leave a pregnant woman here. The
police will probably find my office tomorrow.”

Miriam looked straight at him, expressionless.

Bryan’s eyes flashed, and he sat down by her bed, looking at her with a smile,
“Well, I’ve been in the hospital all the time, why don’t I go back here?”
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Miriam was startled, her eyes became complicated, “Have you always… been
in the hospital?”

“Well, Miller came just now, and I said below that the conversation was
delayed for a while, sorry, I worried you.”

“…”

Miriam blushed and said, “Who, who is worried, don’t put gold on your face.”

The man’s tone was very calm, his expression was serious, “Well… you are
not worried, but you have tossed and turned and haven’t fallen asleep until
now.”

“…”

Miriam didn’t know if it was annoyance or something, her face darkened, and
she smiled sarcastically, “It’s really getting more and more shameless. I have
been busy working all night, and my mother didn’t have time to think about it.
Would you miss you?”

Immediately afterwards, she frowned in disgust, “My body is so stinky, get out,
I want to sleep.”

The man’s eyebrows twitched slightly, and he stood up again, nodded and
said faintly: “Okay, you go to bed early and go to the company with me
tomorrow.”

“…”

Miriam was taken aback for a moment, but her tone suddenly changed,
“Bryan, you can wait for me, when did I promise to go to the company with
you tomorrow?”
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The man looked at her in surprise and innocent, “Didn’t you agree to
President Henry?”

Miriam was anxious, “It was you who calculated me.”

“But if you don’t go, how do you report to President Henry when you go
back?”

“you……”

Miriam choked and looked at him, feeling that the smile on Jun Jun’s face
looked like a demon.

He, how could he become like this?

Where did the indifferent and reticent Bryan go? Or she didn’t really
understand him from start to finish.

Bryan looked at her angry red face, her eyes wished to eat him, and her
delicate and delicate facial features made her look pretty.

The more I watched, my eyes darkened and scorched, the apple knot rolled,
his voice became dumb, and he said in a low voice: “If you don’t want
President Henry to guess something, your best way is to go to Longteng to
check it out. Sleep, tomorrow morning I will take you there.”

“Shao…”

Miriam wanted to say something, but when the man suddenly leaned down,
her handsome face was enlarged in front of her, her head was blank in shock.

“Miriam, say so much, don’t you want to let me go?” The scorching breath
accompanied the man’s dark and scorching eyes, stained with a thick
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ambiguity, the hoarse voice seemed to be squeezed out of the throat, low
Mellow, “Although the bed is a bit smaller, you should still be able to sleep
tightly, you…”

“Think, think beautifully!” Miriam’s heartbeat has long been chaotic, and she
squats out in a hurry, tilting her head to avoid his eyes, and cursing helplessly:
“Get out!”

Bryan’s eyes darkened, and suddenly he stretched out his hand to break her
face, lowered his head and blocked the small mouth.

“Um…” Miriam’s eyes widened for a moment.

Chapter 95
Because she was very difficult to resist lying down, she struggled a few times
to no avail, and the man k!ssed deeper, sucking and fighting repeatedly, as if
with a deep emotion.

Miriam was annoyed and bit it hard.

The man frowned and let go of her subconsciously.

Miriam pushed him up, exhaled, and sarcastically said, “Bryan, bullying a
patient, you are a real man.”

The man stood up straight, licked his astringent lips, and smiled, “Am I a real
man? I thought you should have had a deep understanding in the past three
years.”

“…”
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I felt that I was really bullying her a little bit. I was afraid that she could not
sleep well, so Bryan no longer wasted time, “Go to bed earlier.”

After the man left, the tossing all night finally stopped.

Miriam pretended to be dead in the quilt, lay down for a while with her eyes
closed and fell asleep.

The next morning, Mu Ming and Xiao Zhang returned to City Two. After
Miriam was discharged from the hospital, he was taken back to the hotel by
the man.

Bryan originally wanted her to rest for a while before going to Longteng in the
afternoon, but at this time, Miriam didn’t think he was upset, and was shocked
that everything was the opposite of him, and finally changed it to the morning.

Because she knew she couldn’t escape, she changed her clothes and
followed the man all the way to Longteng.

…

Located under the Longteng Building in the center of the Science and
Technology Park, Miriam got out of the man’s car. She was dressed in formal
clothes. His makeup was light and his figure was not very slender, but he was
very well-proportioned. At least his belly was covered.

It’s a mess, but Miriam is still sensible, and Yingxin’s facade must be
protected.

Bryan was dressed in a dark suit and ironed neatly, showing a bit of
abstinence and dignity in his calmness. His handsome face had no
expression, but all the attention from the corner of his eyes was on the woman
beside him.
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Walking into the building, the security guard and the front desk immediately
greeted respectfully, “Mr. Shao.”

“Ok.”

The man hummed softly and looked at Miriam, “The elevator is over there.”

There was not much emotion in the tone, but the gentleness made the people
on both sides raise their heads and glance at them at the same time, and
finally focused on Miriam.

The dress is modest, obviously not like a group female leader, but who else
can make their president polite?

Miriam was naturally sensitive and noticed the surroundings in an instant,
glanced at the man, and suddenly smiled politely, “Please, Mr. Shao.”

The sound is not high or low, and the whole audience can hear it.

Bryan just looked at her and said nothing, as if returning to his usual coldness,
he stepped towards the elevator.

As soon as the elevator door was closed, the three young ladies at the front
desk immediately started to discuss in a low voice, “Have you noticed that Mr.
Shao’s expression was so gentle when he was speaking? Who is that young
lady?”

In fact, there is not much tenderness, but compared with usual, it shows a
difference.

One of them frowned and recalled, “How do I feel as if I have met her, has she
been here before?”
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“Which company should be the representative? But it shouldn’t be easy for Mr.
Shao to receive him personally.”

“Ah! I remembered!” Another person suddenly whispered, and the movement
was too loud, attracting the attention of the security guard at the door. She
immediately resumed her work posture, and then whispered with her lips, “It
seems to be Lu from an Internet company. The manager, I’ve been here once
before, and Secretary Fu received him.”

“Just the manager of a small company.” The other two couldn’t believe it.

However, when it comes to Secretary Fu, some people sigh with emotion: “Did
you say that Secretary Fu made any mistakes before being transferred to the
branch by President Shao?”

“Who knows, Secretary Fu has been with the president for several years, and
something must have happened when he was suddenly transferred.”

If it weren’t for Mr. Shao who usually looks too cold, they would all suspect
that Secretary Fu and Mr. Shao have any ambiguity. After all, the beautiful
body and the good family background are also very strong, which fits the
rumored character setting.

Miriam followed Bryan all the way to the top floor by elevator, and then went
directly to the president’s office.

This is the first time she really stepped into it. The last time she came, she
went back at the door. It was more style than she expected. However, after
three years of marriage, she was the only one who didn’t know that her
husband was running such a big company. Is it one?

The scarlet lips were silently aroused, and there was a trace of mockery.
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When Bryan looked back, he caught the eyebrows bulging, “What’s the
matter?”

Miriam converged for a moment and shook her head, “Nothing.”

Chapter 96
“If you feel uncomfortable, remember to tell me.” The man looked at her
seriously.

Miriam hadn’t spoken yet, and the staff passing by all hurriedly said hello, “Mr.
Shao.”

Bryan ignored it and walked straight forward.

In the president’s office, I heard that his secretary to the company has been
waiting here for a long time.

“President Shao, you are finally back, yesterday you…”

The secretary asked anxiously. When she caught a glimpse of Miriam behind
him, she was taken aback, then shut her mouth and stepped aside
consciously.

Miriam also looked at him, secretary?

What new hire did Sophia hire after he left?

Why are you willing to change to a man?

Bryan took off his suit jacket and put it on a chair, walked to the side in two
steps, poured a cup of hot water, placed it on the coffee table in front of
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Miriam, and casually ordered: “Lin Shui, bring the materials I asked you to
prepare.”

“Uh, oh… here.”

The assistant who was standing by and still stunned hurriedly handed him the
documents in his arms while still in shock…

When I asked him to prepare materials on the phone before, he didn’t say that
there would be guests visiting? Moreover, it is not in today’s itinerary.

What’s more, he couldn’t be contacted after a day of phone calls yesterday. If
he hadn’t called back this morning, he would have to call the police. I was
really curious about why his president went missing yesterday.

Also… Did he just pour this glass of water for the lady in front of him?

“Thank you.” Miriam nodded at him, took the file and looked through it a few
times. With a serious expression, she said quietly while reading it for a while,
“It’s not too difficult, I can try to help you solve it.”

Just after saying a word, the phone on her body rang suddenly. She was
taken aback and hurriedly took it out, “Sorry.”

Seeing that it was Mother Lu calling, she immediately got up and walked
outside, “Sorry Mr. Shao, I will answer the call.”

With outsiders present, the appearance is still to be done.

Although she understands, this also makes Bryan feel a little uncomfortable,
“It’s okay.”
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Miriam didn’t go far, just closed the door and stood at the door whispered,
“Mom, didn’t I tell you that I have to stay in City Two for two more days? Why
are you calling again?”

“Miriam… something happened to your dad. The warden called in the
morning… and said that your dad passed out inside.” Mother Lu’s choked
voice came intermittently, his tone full of panic and anxiety.

“What are you talking about!” Miriam’s face suddenly changed, and her voice
suddenly sank.

Bryan inside the house heard the movement, his expression changed slightly,
and he strode over to open the door, completely ignoring Lin Shui who was
still there, “What’s the matter?”

Miriam’s face seemed to turn pale suddenly, she squeezed her phone and
tried her best to endure her emotions, but her eyes still showed signs of
redness.

“I want to go back!”

She didn’t understand how this suddenly became like this after only two
months of entering it?

Bryan’s heart felt tight, and it was probably because something urgent had
really happened to make her gaffe.

Stepping forward and squeezing her shoulders lightly, he slowed his voice,
“Don’t worry, I will go back with you.”

Lin Shui behind him suddenly grew his mouth, and then closed it very quickly.

No need to guess now, it seems that the president was with this woman
yesterday.
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Miriam suddenly woke up, her expression instantly reduced, pushed his arm
away, took a step back, bit her lip, and said very quickly: “Sorry, I can’t solve
your company’s problem. An emergency happened suddenly. Hurry back and
say goodbye.”

She has no intention of caring so much anymore, and now she is full of her
mother’s anxiety at home.

After speaking, regardless of their reactions, she turned and hurried away.

The worry in Bryan’s heart suddenly became thick, and looking at her back,
there was no hesitation, and he was about to follow.

Upon seeing this, Lin Shui quickly reminded him, “President Shao, you have
two very important meetings today.”

“If you can push, you can push it. If you can’t push, I will postpone it for a few
days. If there is any problem, I will explain.” After finishing speaking cleanly,
he strode away without turning his head.

Lin Shui, “…”

Explain, how to explain?

Stop chasing women for work?

But he didn’t dare to say anything, and hurriedly replied, “I know Mr. Shao.”

When Bryan caught up with her, Miriam was still on the phone while waiting
for the elevator, and did not notice him.

“Mom, don’t worry, I’ll rush back now. I’ll let Senior Brother come over and
take a look.”
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“…”

After comforting Mother Lu, Miriam hung up the call, then bowed her head to
dial the number to the southeast, and a voice suddenly came in her ear.

“If you owe him another favor, the guilt in your heart will be even more
insoluble.”

Miriam was taken aback and almost threw the phone out. She turned her
head and frowned and looked at him, and said, “Bryan, I really don’t have time
to toss with you now. My mother is very anxious. I have to go back.”

“Come to the southeast, I don’t think you are in a hurry.” Bryan glanced at her,
then took out his phone and opened the address book.

“Brother is a lawyer, and he is in City Two. Only he can go to my mother as
soon as possible. Bryan, can you not bother me at this time?”

What guilt, she just wants to find someone to help.

The elevator door just opened, Miriam was really in no mood to argue with
him, and walked in quickly.

The man followed closely, his eyes deep and calm, and his methodical voice
faintly said: “He can help you, do you think I can’t find someone? If he could
help your dad, he would deal with it long ago, let alone he Do you find it
convenient to walk around with a child?”

After all, he seemed to have found someone, moved his finger and dialed the
number.

After a few seconds, it was connected, and Bryan spoke to the phone, “Yue
Lu, if I have time, I would like to ask you to help.”
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“…”

“Yup.”

“…”

“Okay, thank you for your hard work. I’ll talk more about it when I get there.”

Miriam’s expression suddenly changed, and she stared at him motionlessly.

Bryan turned off the phone and looked down at her slightly, his tone
unchanged, “He said he had just received the news, and he was rushing
over.”

Then, he stretched out his hand and gently stroked the top of her head, and
said in a low voice, “Don’t worry, nothing will happen.”

“Who is he?” Miriam opened her mouth.

In fact, what she wanted to ask how did Lawyer Yue know about it.

Bryan saw her eyes darkened slightly, “He is a friend of mine, City Two’s
lawyer. I entrusted your dad’s case to him.”

But before she even started, she threw a divorce agreement to him, and her
father’s sentence came down.

Regarding her father’s matter, she didn’t mention it in front of him, nor did she
ask him for help. Even if he wanted to help, she could only ask someone to
check it secretly.

Chapter 97
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Miriam was silent, her eyebrows lowered, her mood very depressed and
heavy.

She didn’t expect that he had made preparations for her father’s affairs a long
time ago. He called at that time, but he was so busy that he never saw
anyone, and she always thought he hadn’t cared about it.

When the elevator reached the first floor, Miriam raised her hand to support
her eyebrows and walked out and said lowly, “Thank you.”

With no one around, she said seriously: “If Lawyer Yue can help, this time I
owe you a favor, but you don’t have to go back with me.”

He has been with her in the hospital for the past two days, and he was busy
all night long before, but now how could the company be all right? She didn’t
ignore the secretary’s anxious look just now.

Putting aside the past, she is not an unreasonable person. She will be grateful
for his help. No matter what her mind is, she has owed him a lot of favor in the
past two days, and she will not be able to pay back too much.

Bryan knew that he was embarrassed now, but he was still very
uncomfortable with her rejection, and his eyes became as deep as an ancient
well and cold as a cold pool of autumn water.”Miriam, I said, you don’t owe
me. I should help you resolve the divorce. As for my return, I will have to do it
tomorrow if I don’t do it today. My mother will also deal with the child’s affairs. I
don’t have so much time to go back and forth.”

Thinking of Shao’s mother, Miriam’s eyes became cold a lot.

She was definitely not in the mood to take care of that over the past few days.
He went back to check his mother and Sophia, and she would save a lot of
trouble.
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Looking down and thinking for a few seconds, she didn’t say much, and
walked out.

Passing the lobby, the security guard and the front desk looked at the two
people who had just come up and came down together. They were taken
aback and shouted blankly, “Shao, Mr. Shao.”

Both of them walked out quickly, no one paid any attention.

The three people at the front desk exploded again, and some even took a
photo with their mobile phone.

“Well, when the president came to the company, he followed others and left?
He didn’t even bring Secretary Lin.”

“It seems to be very anxious… You said, is President Shao chasing the
woman in front of you?”

As soon as this was said, the other two front desks immediately shook.

Chasing women?

“Then, it won’t be the CEO’s girlfriend?” It’s not surprising that they are really
surprised. They are standing here eight hours a day. Everyone who comes
and goes can remember it clearly. When did such a scene happen? .

“It may also be a wife.” Someone immediately agreed.

“It may also be… a lover.” When did their serious, noble and abstinent
president have been so intimate with a woman.

“…”
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…

After hurried back to the hotel to pack up his things, Miriam rushed to the
airport, and of course Bryan who followed him.

The woman was not in the mood to speak, and ignored him all the way.

Just when I was about to board the plane, I took out my mobile phone and
hesitated to call Southeast.

The numbers were all dialed out, and a slender looking hand suddenly
inserted in and pressed her to hang up. Before she was about to get angry,
she whispered in a low voice: “Your mother, I have asked Lawyer Yue to see
it. You are now letting Mr. Xiang go over. I won’t be embarrassed if the two
collide, but how do you explain to him?”

“…”

Miriam was so speechless that she stared at him for a long while, “How do
you know that I am looking for him to see my mother?”

Bryan looked up at the flight on the big screen and said of course: “Whether
you are worried about your mom or your dad, since I have been seen by me,
don’t worry about it anymore. Let Mr. Xiang go over, except for the
embarrassment. It’s useless.”

“Let’s go, time is up, we have to go through security check.”

Pushing her box with one hand, the man naturally took her hand with the other
hand and walked inward with his long legs.

Chapter 98
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What Bryan said is not unreasonable. Miriam was also a little afraid of seeing
her embarrassment on both sides of her head back, but she was still a little
worried about her mother. However, the man did not give her too much time to
struggle. He hurriedly passed the security check and threw the person into the
plane. The person wakes up, even the seat belt is fastened.

“Bryan, you!”

“Don’t make trouble, you must have a lot of things to do when you go back.
There is not much time to rest. Take advantage of this time to rest for a while.”
The man covered her with the coat without authorization.

After returning, he certainly couldn’t follow her at all times like now, even if he
wanted to help, he still had to take care of her face in front of others.

Miriam was stunned by his sudden movement for a few seconds, but he didn’t
react as much as before. He leaned back on the chair, looked out the window
again, and closed her eyes.

She is really in no mood to continue arguing with him about those repetitive
topics.

Bryan stared at her quietly for a moment before looking away.

I don’t know how long it took, Miriam suddenly opened her eyes, tilted her
head, looked at the man next to her, and asked in an unclear mood, “You left
without explaining anything, so there is no need to deal with so many things in
the company?”

Before the divorce, according to the agreement, he only went home once a
week, not to mention meeting, even if he called, she rarely answered in time.
At that time, she was always very disappointed and felt that he didn’t care
about himself and did not respect the marriage, but later learned His identity,
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and seeing his working environment today, she just wondered inexplicably,
maybe he is really busy, and not as absolutely unkind as she imagined.

Moreover, every time he goes home, he rarely answers the phone. Even if he
doesn’t talk much, he never talks about work. Thinking about it now, he
doesn’t always treat her as nonexistent, perhaps because she has never
changed her position. Thought about it.

Bryan lifted his face from the magazine and smiled at her, “I will let Lin Shui
arrange it. Important things will be dealt with when I come back.”

That smile was really handsome and charming. Miriam was in a daze,
abandoning her eyes, licked her lips, and said, “Actually…you don’t need to
be like this. You also said that after the divorce, none of us owed anyone. You
don’t even have a common property in marriage. You really don’t need to
spend so much energy to help me deal with these messy things. As long as
you stop contacting me, your mother will naturally not cause anything to
happen.”

This is the man she has loved for a long time. She does not regret the
agreement to get married at the beginning, nor does she want to regret the
divorce, but when the warmth gradually arose and she understood each
other’s joys, sorrows, sorrows and joys, she found that she had fallen deeper
than before. Up.

Bryan’s eyes turned dark, but his tone did not change, “Who said there is
nothing in common… Although it appeared a bit late, it didn’t interfere.”

“…”

Miriam pressed her lower abdomen tightly, frowning, “Could you please be
more serious.”

“I’m not serious enough?” The man raised his eyebrows.
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Miriam moved in her heart and looked directly into his eyes, “You don’t want
children for the four years you signed the agreement, why now…”

Why do you care about these two children so much?

Maybe she couldn’t ask before, but now she seemed confident, after all, she
was holding the divorce certificate in her hand.

Bryan looked at each other for a long time before closing the magazine in his
hand and placing it on his lap. He narrowed his eyes and looked out the
window, and stated lightly, “At that time, my dad was sick and the company
was in crisis. I just took over. I’m not sure how much time and ability I have to
save the situation, so I can only devote myself to work, so when I was forced
to get married, I added this to the agreement.”

“You are also in the struggle period. Since there is no time, why bother to give
birth to a child and let him suffer? This is my first thought, but I also admit that
I didn’t think about having a baby with you.”

All his thoughts are on work. For this strange woman who is forced to marry,
how much time can he think of her?

The first time I heard him talk about so much of his own affairs, Miriam was
surprised, touched and understood, but the last sentence was undoubtedly
the most heartbreaking.

He thought she was forced to marry like him, so the two immediately signed
the agreement, but he didn’t know how much she had put in to get married
with him, and begged her father for a long time. Similarly, he didn’t know. She
actually forced this marriage, and she was reluctant to sign that agreement.

But speaking of it, it doesn’t make sense to say it now, maybe he will blame
her, otherwise it won’t cause the current tragedy.
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Depressing the irritation in her heart, she curled her lips and hummed, “You
think I want to have a baby with you.”

I thought he would come back again, but the man suddenly lowered his voice
and said: “I know you don’t want to, so the pain you are suffering now is my
debt to you. The child has my share. I will help you. Those things that have
been treated as equals, you don’t have to feel guilty.”

“…”

Miriam choked, he knew clearly.

However, she originally decided to stay with the child without authorization. If
he really didn’t want it in the first place, she deserves to suffer now.

But Bryan didn’t finish speaking. He glanced at her, and then made another
serious statement, “So, if you have anything to do, you can go to me directly.
Mr. Xiang, you should not bother you. Those vain favors, unless you treat
yourself Send it over, otherwise it won’t be clear.”

“…”

Miriam narrowed her eyes and stared at him sharply, “This sentence is your
focus.”

Of course, she agrees with this truth.

From the brother, she had planned to make it clear this time when she
returned from Jincheng.

The man leaned back, lazily curling his lips, “Since the discovery is the key
point, I seem to be right. You don’t seem to like him much, and he is not the
kind of attachment you think. After a dilemma, why jump into another
dilemma, he is not the kind of fit you want.”
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Miriam was a little annoyed, and laughed at herself: “Is it clear to me that I
don’t have a good vision, and I always meet people with bad eyes, but the
brother is definitely not a bad person.”

Then she mocked him again, “Also, you have a set of words. If you told me
that earlier, I would definitely not agree to marry you three years ago.”

After speaking, she irritably put her coat on her face and said dullly: “I’m
sleeping, don’t bother me anymore.”

It was his clothes, still keeping his breath, as if being held in his arms, making
people nostalgic.

…

Chapter 99
It was already afternoon when the plane landed in City Two. Miriam got off the
plane and was impatient to wait for the driver with him, so she stopped a taxi
and hurried home.

The man couldn’t stop it, and in the end he could only wait for the driver to
come.

Sitting in the car, turning on the phone, Shao’s mother’s missed call popped
out.

He changed hands or dialed back, “Hey, Mom.”

“Where are you now?” Mother Shao’s voice was gloomy, with a strong anger.

“What’s wrong with you?” Bryan frowned.
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“What’s wrong with me? I ask you, did Miriam go to your company to find
you?”

The man’s face suddenly sank, “Who told you?”

Except for the nanny, she was the only one at home. She couldn’t do anything
except go out to dance with a group of old ladies. How could she suddenly
learn that Miriam was pregnant and that she had gone to Longteng.

Suddenly his eyes narrowed, and the eyebrows were covered by dark birds.
He said solemnly, “Sophia told you?”

He really shouldn’t have left that woman behind.

“You don’t care who told me, did you know that the video of you chasing the
woman out was circulated all over Longteng?” Shao’s mother was anxious,
and she was very iron and steel.”The marriage is divorced, how can she treat
you? Entangled? I have to go to that woman to make it clear, and don’t need a
face!”

“Mom!” Bryan’s voice suddenly fell cold, and he said clearly and forcefully: “It
has nothing to do with her. Don’t mess around. You will be embarrassed by
the time. Where do you put your face?”

“She’s shameless at her young age. What kind of face do I need? She has
been involved with you again and again, and now she goes to your company
to toss, which is okay? I heard that you didn’t go to the company yesterday.
Because of that woman?”

“Also, is the child in her belly yours?”

Listening to her mother’s words, Bryan’s face became more and more ugly,
and she couldn’t help but interrupt her in a deep voice, “I just returned to City
Two now. I will explain these things to you when I get home.”
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When the words fell, I cut the call.

There was almost no pause, he logged on to the company’s internal forum
again, and the first thing he was pushed to was the scene of him leaving the
company with Miriam quickly, like a view taken from a lobby surveillance
camera.

Sent anonymously.

The following comments are mostly anonymous, after all, few people have the
guts to comment publicly on the boss.

He just clicked on it and looked at it. Before it finished, Lin Shui’s phone came
in.

Classmate Xiaolin said tremblingly: “Mr. Shao, the things on the forum are my
negligence. I will ask someone to check who posted it and delete it.”

Bryan was quiet for a few seconds, and said in a cold tone, “Just find out who
sent it. Don’t worry about the others, and don’t delete it.”

“Ah? Don’t… delete it?” Lin Shui was stunned.

Although he had witnessed the truth with his own eyes, the comments made
by others turned into another story and his reputation was not good.

Mr. Shao has always strictly enforced the company’s system requirements, so
why did he tolerate it this time?

“Just do as I said.” Bryan didn’t explain much.

“Oh… OK.”
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…

After receiving a call from Lu’s mother halfway, Miriam turned around and
went to the prison where her father was held.

I saw Mother Lu in the lobby of the administration building. There was another
strange man, a middle-aged man in his forties, wearing a suit. The man saw
her first to say hello, “Miss Lu, my surname is Yue.”

“You are Lawyer Yue?” Miriam stretched out her hand and shook it back.

“Yes, Mr. Shao asked me to come.”

Miriam smiled stiffly, bowed to him, and said gratefully: “Thanks for your hard
work.”

“Yes, it’s better to sit down and talk.”

Miriam nodded, hugged her mother and went to the lounge.

Chapter 100
“Lawyer Yue, what’s the matter with my father?” Miriam couldn’t wait to ask
after sitting down.

Attorney Yue smiled faintly, glanced at Mother Lu, and said: “I have just
learned some details from Mrs. Lu. Your father is seriously ill. I will help you
apply for treatment outside prison as much as possible.”

Mother Lu immediately thanked him, “Thank you…Lawyer Yue.”

Miriam has been in a calm state, frowned, and asked, “If I can’t apply, is there
any other solution?”
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Her father was already quite young, and coupled with the psychological
torture he suffered during this period, no one was comforted, and he did not
eat or drink. That’s why he suddenly fell ill with a stroke. The doctor said it was
dangerous.

“This…” The man thought for a while, raised his eyes to look at her, and said
solemnly: “He is also considered a serious prisoner, and he has not yet
obtained good performance after being taken into custody. It is difficult to
approve special care, and, This depends on how well he recovers when he
wakes up. If he can’t take care of himself, he can be parole for medical
treatment.”

Miriam pursed her lips and was silent for a moment.

Of course she hoped that he would be fine when he wakes up.

Although he took the blame, it was still her father, and she couldn’t help
watching him suffer.

Miriam got to know him more about the situation. Attorney Yue promised her
that she would help her as much as possible. She thanked her again and
again before taking Lu Mu to the ward.

I haven’t seen him for more than a month, and Father Lu looks thin and thin.
The face she last saw is almost like a different person, with white hair, more
wrinkles, old and desolate.

Miriam’s eyes were red at the first sight, but she was scrupulous about Mother
Lu’s mood, and she resisted composure.

Mother Lu was already crying, crawling on the side of the bed and watching
him closely.
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Miriam was heartbroken, covering her mouth and turning her face away.
Seeing the doctor walk in, sniffed, she hurriedly walked over and asked in a
low voice, “Doctor, how is my dad?”

“The situation is not optimistic, but we have to wait for him to wake up before
seeing it.” The doctor said solemnly.

“Can you fully recover from the operation?” Her face was heavy and her voice
hoarse.

She doesn’t ask for him to be in good health, as long as he can eat, drink and
walk. After several years of staying inside, she will have no problem raising
him. If she is lying in bed now, even if she can take care of him every day, she
is not willing see.

“The degree of recovery from surgery is still not small, so don’t worry.” The
doctor looked at me and sighed.

“Really?” Miriam’s eyes shone slightly.

The doctor nodded, “However, it depends on how the judicial process goes.
You can prepare first.”

“Oh, good, thank you doctor.” Miriam’s voice trembling with joy, turned to look
at the old man in the hospital bed, a glimmer of hope arose in her eyes.

After the doctor left, Miriam stayed with Lu Mu in the ward. In the quiet room,
the atmosphere was depressed and heavy.

Mother Lu was tired of crying, holding Lu’s father’s hand and fell asleep
beside the bed. Miriam lightly covered her with her clothes, and then went out
to answer the phone.
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“Miriam, where are you now? I just heard about my uncle when I came back
from a business trip. I’ll pass now.”

It was the voice from Southeast, with worry in his tone.

Miriam leaned against the wall with a heavy expression on her white face.
After two seconds of silence, her voice was soft and calm and said, “I’m
already at the hospital, and my mother is here. People have not woke up yet.
You just went on a business trip I’m very tired when I come back. Don’t worry
about me. Don’t run again.”

Xiang Dongnan said in a deep voice: “Then how? I’m not tired, and your father
is ill. The program must also be changed. I can also help you solve some
problems in the past. Your body is inconvenient. Falling down is even more
troublesome.”

“Brother, it’s okay. I have already asked the lawyer to solve the problem.
There is no result. I will just wait for my dad to wake up. There is nothing else.
You should wait for it when you come. You should take a good rest at home
and take care of Tian Tian. , I might really have trouble with you later.”

In the silent corridor, Miriam’s voice was soft and calm, and her tone was slow
and clear.

She said very tactfully, but she knew clearly that she was rejecting.

On the one hand, no matter who helped her dad, she owed favors. She had
asked him if he borrowed five million, the money can be paid back, but the
favors are really bad.

On the other hand, she feels that what Bryan said is right. She has already
gone out of a dilemma. Why should she step into another dilemma? That kind
of marriage without feelings can’t last long with just the word suitable.
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Now that you understand it, it’s better to be decisive.

I don’t know if I felt the deep meaning of her words or something, the phone
on the side of the phone was quiet for a few seconds before making a gentle
voice, “Well, my phone will always be on. You must contact me at any time if
you have anything. Uncle will also tell me when he wakes up, I will first check
for you about the judicial process, and then I will look for you later.”

Miriam’s heart was relaxed, and she smiled, “Okay, thank you brother, then
you can rest, I’ll hang up first.”

“OK, all right.”

Miriam turned off the phone, raised her head and let out a long beard.

She was really afraid that he would become obsessed just now, otherwise she
would really not be able to refuse, but fortunately he didn’t ask where to find a
lawyer.

She pressed her eyebrows tiredly, and she stayed outside for a while before
returning to the ward.

In the evening, Father Lu finally woke up, but the situation was very bad. He
was confused and couldn’t speak. Mother Lu almost cried and fainted while
holding Miriam.

Miriam also resisted the blow and comforted, “Mom, didn’t the doctor say that
there is a better chance of recovery from surgery? Don’t worry, I will
immediately contact the best hospital. As long as Lawyer Yue can get it done,
we will go out for surgery.”

Mother Lu cried with grief and sadness, choked with regret, and said, “Both,
blame me, if I could persuade him more, he wouldn’t do so much trouble,
blame me…”
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Miriam’s face changed, and she persuaded with a thick nasal voice: “Mom,
this has nothing to do with you, it’s all past, can you stop thinking about it?”

“Blame me…” She didn’t seem to hear it, and she muttered as she watched
the oxygen masked person on the bed.

Miriam frowned, her heartache could only hug her tightly, choked lowly, “Don’t
blame you…”

One wave is not settled, another wave rises, life is far more difficult than she
thought, but these are the people she loves most, and she must face it with a
strong spirit.

Feeling depressed, there was a soft knock on the door suddenly.

Miriam was startled, wiped tears with her sleeve, let go of Mother Lu and
walked over to open the door.

“Miss Lu, someone is looking for you outside.”

“Find me?”

After the prison guard spoke uprightly, he turned and left.

Miriam felt strange in her heart, and stepped up to follow.

Outside the iron gate, she frowned slightly when she saw the visitor, “You
are?”

A man in his twenties, a handsome handsome man, a suit and a little
temperament.
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The man held out his hand respectfully, “Miss Lu, hello, my name is Yan Ke,
and Mr. Shao asked me to come.”

When Miriam heard this, her stretched out hand suddenly paused, “Mr. Shao?
What did he… let you do it?”

Bryan, hasn’t he already hired a lawyer for her?
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